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WAVE PROPAGATION
IN THE EFFECTIVE MODEL
OF ALTERNATING POROUS
AND IMPERMEABLE SOLID LAYERS
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PROPAGATION DES ONDES DANS UN MODéLE
EFFECTIF CONSTITUƒ DE COUCHES SOLIDES
ALTERNATIVEMENT POREUSES ET IMPERMƒABLES
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Les propriŽtŽs Žlastiques des milieux finement stratifiŽs prŽsentent
un grand intŽr•t pour lÕexploration sismique. Les mod•les thŽoriques donnent les propriŽtŽs gŽnŽrales en fonction des param•tres des constituants. DÕune part, ils aident les gŽophysiciens ˆ
Žvaluer les gammes dÕanisotropie possibles, et dÕautre part, ils
offrent une base pour lÕinterprŽtation des param•tres dÕanisotropie
mesurŽs en termes de microstructure. De tels mod•les, Žlastiques,
ont ŽtŽ largement utilisŽs ces quarante derni•res annŽes. Ils ont
ŽtŽ rŽcemment remis ˆ jour pour la description des roches fracturŽes (Hsu et Schoenberg, 1993). Dans ce cas, il sÕagit de mod•les
stratifiŽs Žlastiques ˆ fractures. Toutefois, les roches-rŽservoirs
sont poreuses et permŽables. La porositŽ et la permŽabilitŽ sont
prises en compte dans le mod•le bien connu de Biot. Les
sŽquences poreuses finement stratifiŽes ont certaines propriŽtŽs
distinctes qui font lÕobjet de recherches actuelles (Schoenberg,
1996). Il est donc devenu important de remettre ˆ jour les concepts
dŽveloppŽs sur les milieux poreux. Bakulin et Molotkov (1998,
1997) ont effectuŽ la premi•re Žtape en gŽnŽralisant aux milieux
poroŽlastiques la technique dÕhomogŽnŽisation de Backus . Nous
nous concentrons ici sur un cas particulier o• il nÕy a quÕune direction prŽfŽrentielle de lÕŽcoulement du fluide dans les roches
poreuses. Ceci peut •tre provoquŽ par la prŽsence de barri•res
impermŽables ou de formes lenticulaires, qui sont modŽlisŽes
comme un ensemble de couches solides croisant des milieux
poreux. Un tel mod•le correspond ˆ des roches fortement anisotropes vis-ˆ-vis des propriŽtŽs hydrauliques, et prŽsente une tr•s
forte anisotropie de structure de son espace poreux.

A. BAKULIN
Saint-Petersburg State University2

WAVE PROPAGATION IN THE EFFECTIVE MODEL OF
ALTERNATING POROUS AND IMPERMEABLE SOLID
LAYERS
Elastic properties of finely layered media are of great interest for
seismic exploration. Theoretical models give a dependence of
overall properties on constituent parameters. On the one hand they
help geophysicists to estimate possible ranges of anisotropy and
on the other hand they provide a basis for interpretation of
measured anisotropic parameters in terms of microstructure. Last
forty years such models with elastic constituents have been
extensively used. Recently they have been updated for describing
fractured rocks (Hsu and Schoenberg, 1993). In this case thin, and
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soft elastic layer models fracture. However reservoir rocks are
porous and permeable. Porosity and permeability are taken into
account by well-known Biot model. Finely layered porous
sequences have some distinctive properties which are the topic of
modern research (Schoenberg, 1996). Therefore it is important to
update developed concepts to porous medium. Bakulin and
Molotkov (1998, 1997) who generalized Backus averaging on
poroelastic medium have done first step. Here we pay attention to
one special case when there is only one preferential direction of
fluid flow in porous rock. This may be caused by presence of
impermeable barriers or lenses, which are modeled as set of solid
layers intersecting porous medium. Such model corresponds to
highly hydraulically anisotropic rock, which has very strong
anisotropy of pore space structure and permeability.

PROPAGACIîN DE ONDAS EN EL MODELO EFECTIVO
DE ALTERNANCIA DE CAPAS SîLIDAS POROSAS
Y IMPERMEABLES
Las propiedades de medios finamente estratificados son de gran
importancia en la exploraci—n s’smica. Los modelos te—ricos
proporcionan una dependencia de las propiedades globales con
respecto a los par‡metros constitutivos. Por una parte, ayudan a
los geof’sicos a estimar posibles rangos de anisotrop’a y, por otra,
proporcionan una base para interpretar par‡metros anisotr—picos
medidos en tŽrminos de microestructura. En los œltimos cuarenta
a–os han sido ampliamente utilizados estos modelos con
constituyentes el‡sticos. Han sido actualizados recientemente
para describir rocas fracturadas (Hsu y Schoenberg, 1993). En
este caso, fracturas en modelos de capas cl‡sticas delgadas y
blandas. Sin embargo, las rocas de los dep—sitos son porosas y
permeables. La porosidad y la permeabilidad son tomadas en
cuenta en un modelo Biot, ampliamente conocido. Las secuencias
porosas finamente estratificadas tienen ciertas propiedades
caracter’sticas que constituyen el objeto de investigaciones
modernas (Schoenberg, 1996). Por lo tanto, resulta importante
actualizar los conceptos desarrollados incluyendo medios porosos.
Bakulin y Molotkov (1998, 1997), al generalizar los promedios
Backus en el medio poroel‡stico, han dado un primer paso en este
sentido. En este art’culo prestamos atenci—n a un caso especial: el
que se presenta cuando existe una sola direcci—n preferencial
de flujo del fluido dentro de la roca porosa. Esto puede ser
causado por la presencia de barreras o lentes impermeables,
modelados como un conjunto de capas s—lidas que intersectan el
medio poroso. Dicho modelo corresponde a una roca muy
hidr‡ulicamente isotr—pica, que tiene una fuerte anisotrop’a en la
estructura y permeabilidad del espacio poroso.

INTRODUCTION
The effective model of alternating porous and solid
layers was derived by the method of matrix averaging
(Bakulin and Molotkov, 1998; Molotkov and Bakulin,
1997a, 1997b). This model is a special case of the
transversely isotropic Biot model. Purpose of this paper
is to derive the expressions for the velocities along the
axes, to construct wave fronts from a point source and
to reveal some new features of these fronts. For
obtaining wave fronts we use the approach suggested
by Molotkov and Khilo (1984). Points of the fronts are
defined by parametric formulas in terms of the
characteristic functions which are solutions of
Christoffel Equation. Parametric formulas are the
conditions determining the location of the singularities
of the integral representation of wave field. This
approach is similar to the method, which uses slowness
surfaces for constructing wave fronts (Fedorov, 1968;
Musgrave, 1970; Helbig, 1994).
The difference between these two methods is in
choice of characteristic functions. Due to the successful
choice the characteristic functions become the solutions
of biquadratic equation. Therefore these functions may
be analytically analyzed as well as parametric formulas
for the front. First of all we discuss the wave fronts in
the case, when they have no loops. In this case there are
minimum number of points of inflection and there are
no turning points on the graphs of the characteristic
functions. Then we consider the cases when on the
mentioned graphs there are turning points and
additional points of inflection. In these cases second
and third fronts may have a loops on the axes or
between axes.
The complication of the fronts is restricted by the
condition that an arbitrary straight line could intersect
the graphs of characteristic function no more than at six
points. The analogous restriction was established for
intersections with slowness surfaces.

1 THE EFFECTIVE MODEL
We consider stratified periodic medium of alternating
porous Biot layers 1 and impermeable solid layers 2
(Fig. 1). On internal interfaces of this medium the
relative normal displacement of the fluid phase vanishes
whereas skeleton of porous layer and material of elastic
layer are in welded contact.
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The effective model of this medium is described by
Equations (Molotkov and Bakulin, 1997a, 1997b;
Bakulin and Molotkov, 1998) (1.1) and (1.2) where
Ux,Uz, and txx, txz, tzz are displacements in the solid phase
and total bulk stresses respectively, Wx and p are relative
displacement and pressure in the fluid phase, is averaged
density of the medium, and f is density of the fluid phase.
The coefficients in Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are
defined by expression (1.3) and (1.4).
In formulas (1.3) and (1.4), Q1 and Q2 are relative
parts of the volume occupied by porous and solid layers
respectively (Q1 + Q2 = 1).
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Figure 1
Stack of porous Biot and impermeable solid layers.
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where vph is phase velocity, j is an angle between the
normal to the plane front and the z-axis and k is the
component of wave vector along the x-axis. Point
source is placed at the origin of coordinates. In order to
define the fronts it is sufficiently to calculate the
internal integral by the saddle-point method. Saddle
points themselves satisfy the equation:

Impermeable elastic layer is defined by Lame
parameters l, m and density r̂. Moduli P, F, M, C, Q, R
and L and densities, r, rf and mx make up positive
definite and symmetric matrices:
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t – a¢(t) z = 0

Another relation is condition of singularities of the
external integral:
tt – x – az = 0
(2.4)

The effective model described by Equations (1.1)
and (1.2) is a special case of the transversely isotropic
Biot model where:
(1.6)
mz = ¥

Combining Equations (2.3) and (2.4) yields:
x = t (t – a(t)/a¢(t)),

From relation (1.6) it follows that in this case
conventional equation of the porous medium:
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is replaced by relation Wz = 0. Physically it means that
fluid could not penetrate inside impermeable material
of elastic layers. After that number of equations and
variables is reduced and is equal to seven.
In order to investigate the effective model it is useful
to derive the corresponding Lame’s Equation. Substituting Equations (1.1) into (1.2) yields (1.8).
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After this replacement the condition of compatibility
of the obtained Equation (1.8) is expressed by:

2 CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONS a(t)
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In expression (2.1) we introduce:
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This parametric representation of wave fronts from
the point source at the origin was derived by Molotkov
and Khilo (1984). It should be noted that only real
intervals of parameter t with real values of function
a(t) must be used in relations (2.5).
In order to determine the characteristic function a(t)
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From formulas (2.10) it follows that every real
value t corresponds to at most four real values of a.
Therefore an arbitrary straight line t = const. intersects
the graphs of function a(t) maximum at four points.
Substituting expression (2.9) into Equation (2.8) we
obtain new form of Equation (2.8):

The solutions of Equation (2.8) are represented
by formulas:
- B ± B 2 - 4 AC
(2.10)
a 1,22 =
2A
In the Equation (2.10) square root is considered as its
arithmetical value. The advantage of our approach is
that relations (2.5), (2.10), and (2.9) give a possibility to
investigate the fronts analytically.

F (t2, a2) = 0

This form shows that the graphs of functions a(t) are
symmetric with respect to the t- and a-axes. They also
possess the central symmetry with respect to the origin.
Due to these properties we could consider only first
quadrant t > 0 and a > 0 while constructing the graphs.
We start the investigation of functions a1,2(t) from
the case t = 0 which yields (3.3).
–
For t = 0 it is easy to check that: A > 0, C > 0, and
B2 - 4 AC < B .
For existence of positive values a 1,2 2 (0) it is
necessary to satisfy additional inequality:

3 CONSTRUCTING THE GRAPHS
OF FUNCTIONS a1,2(t)
In order to construct fronts using Equations (2.5) first
it is necessary to build the graphs of functions a1,2(t)
for all real values t and a, satisfying Equation (2.8).
It will be shown later on, that these graphs consist of
six branches. Let us prove that arbitrary straight line:
a = kt + b

(3.1)

could intersect the graphs of functions a(t) no more
than at six points. Indeed, the abscissa and the ordinate
of the points of intersection satisfy the equation, which
is obtained by substitution of variables or from (3.1)
into Equation (2.8). Resulting equation is of sixth order
and it could not have more than six real roots.
Therefore maximum number of intersections is
also six. Similar arguments were established while
investigating the slowness surfaces (Fedorov, 1968;
Musgrave, 1970).
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In the case of large t, saving in Equation (2.9) only
terms of highest power on yields:
a1 = t

rm x - r 2f
Lm x

r
C

a2 = t

the passage to the limit mz ® ¥. During this passage
velocity v5 vanishes.
Now let us formulate the properties of graphs
of a1,2(t):
– It is forbidden for them to have extremums because
otherwise:
a1,2¢(t) = 0
(3.11)

(3.5)

The Equation (3.5) define the asymptotes of the
graphs of functions a12(t) and a22(t). According to
formulas (2.5), graphs near asymptotes (3.5) describe
the regions of fronts that are in vicinity of the z-axis.
Intersections of fronts with z-axis occur at points:
n4 = C r

n 6 = Lm x

(rm

x

- r 2f

)

which means infinite velocity of wave propagation.
– Functions a 1,2 (t) may be both increasing and
decreasing. Function a(t) changes its sign only
through the points where a¢ = ¥.
– Convexity and concavity of fronts are defined by
function:

(3.6)

which correspond to infinite values of t. According to
second relation (2.2) these parts of fronts are orthogonal
to z-axis because a1 and a2 are infinite.
To study the intermediate values of t we use Viete
theorem which yields for production of a12 and a22:
–
a12a22 = C (t)/A(t)
(3.7)

¶ 2x a¢(t )3
=
¶ z2 ta¢¢(t )

which is a consequence of (2.5).
– Cusps of the fronts correspond to the points where
a¢(t) = 0 or a¢(t) = ¥.
– Additional intersections with axes (where angle
between normal to the front and axis is neither 0 nor
90 degrees) correspond to so called turning points
where a(t) - 0 and a¢(t) = ¥.
– If function a(t) = 0 then, according to (2.10), in this
point a¢(t) = ¥.
– In third and fifth intervals there may be subintervals
–
(t0, t1) where B2 – 4AC < 0. In these subintervals
a1(t) and a2(t) are complex and therefore they do
not define fronts. For constructing the fronts we have
to consider only boundary points t = t0, t = t1 where

Hence a1(t) or a2(t) become zero at points (3.8) and
become infinite when:
v72 = (CR – Q2)/(mxC)

(3.9)

Points (3.8) and (3.9) divide the half-axis 0 < t < ¥
into 5 intervals. Let us consequently number these
intervals from right to left. First interval is determined
as t1 < t < ¥.
According to (2.5), points (t = v1, a = 0), (t = v2,
a = 0), (t = v3, a = 0) and (t = v7, a = 0) define the
intersections of fronts with x-axis. By means of (2.2)
we find that fronts are orthogonal to the axis at points
(3.8) and tangent at point (3.9). Therefore along x-axis
there are 4 fronts whereas only 2 fronts are along z-axis.
Expressions for v1, v2 and v6 are coincident with that for
transversely isotropic Biot model.
Formulas for v3 and v4 are obtained from known
relations (3.10) for transversely isotropic Biot model by

n1, 22

=

Rr + Pmx - 2 Mr f ±

n 4,25

=

Rr + Cmz - 2Qr f ±

a1(t0) = a2(t0) > 0
If these conditions are satisfied the we obtain:
a¢1(t0) = –a¢2(t0) = –¥

Z

f

f

x

2

(3.14)

a¢1(t1) = –a¢2(t1) = ¥

x

( Rr + Cm - 2Qr )
2(rm - r )

(3.13)

a1(t1) = a2(t1) > 0
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2(rm - r )
x
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2
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2
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On Figure 2 one can see graphs of functions a1,2 in
the vicinity of points t0 and t1 when conditions
(3.14) hold. We call these points as turning points.
If first (second) condition (3.13) is not satisfied
then left (right) branch should be absent on (Fig. 2).
According to (2.5) and (3.14), point t = ti (i = 1,2)
for a(ti) > 0 corresponds to the front point x = tit,
z = 0. The angle between front and x-axis is defined
by value of a(ti).
– Theoretically there is a possibility when graphs
a 1 (t) and a 2 (t) have one common point of
intersection t = t 0 . It may happen when the
subinterval with negative discriminant reduces to
point (t0 ® t1) as it is shown on Figure 3. However
this case will not be considered here.
For wave fronts construction we consider three
different velocity relations:
I
v1 > v7 > v2,3 > v3,2
II v1 > v2,3 > v7 > v3,2
III v1 > v2,3 > v3,2, v7

– We exclude the turning points given on Figure 2. For
this purpose we assume
_ that if there is an subinterval
(t0, t1) where B2 – 4AC < 0 then a1 (t0) = a2 (t0) < 0,
a1 (t1) = a2 (t1) < 0.
– Graphs approaching asymptotes a = t/v4, a = t/v6,
and t = v7 do not intersect them.
Finally we present the full graph (Fig. 7) of
characteristic functions a(t) for the case when second
inequality (3.14) is satisfied together with the three
mentioned conditions about absence of singularities.

4 THE WAVE FRONTS FROM
A POINT SOURCE

(3.15)

By means of established properties, limiting points
and asymptotes we have constructed graphs of a1,2(t)
for all three cases I, II and III respectively (Fig. 4a, 5a
and 6a). Moreover we have made some additional
assumptions for these graphs:
– Number of inflection points is taken minimal. Fronts
that starts from points (t = n1, a = 0), (t = n2,3,
a = 0) are assumed convex. Triangular front has only
one inflection point which on all figures is denoted
by bold point.

By means of (2.5) and graphs for a(t) we construct a
wave fronts from a point source (group velocity curves)
in the effective model of alternating porous and solid
layers. As before point source is placed at the origin.
Since the fronts are symmetric with respect to x- and
z-axes then we draw them only in first quadrant x > 0,
z > 0. Figures 4b, 5b, and 6b correspond respectively to
the cases I, II, and III from (3.15). For a > 0, t > 0 most
fronts are in the first quadrant however on (Fig. 6b)
triangular front is situated in quadrant x > 0, z < 0. It has
a symmetric part in the first quadrant, which is shown
by dashed line on (Fig. 6b).
The first outer front is always convex. It may not
have any loops because the corresponding branch 1
(Fig. 7) does not have inflection points for arbitrary set

a1,2(t)

a1,2(t)

t

t
t0

t1

t0

Figure 2

Figure 3

Turning points on graphs of characteristic functions a1,2(t).

Possible intersection of graphs of characteristic functions a1,2(t).
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of parameters. Let us prove that for this branch all three
assumptions made in Section 3 are correct. Indeed, if
we assume that the first branch has two points of
inflection then we can find a straight line that intersects
the branch 1 three times. This line would also intersect
branches 2, 3, 4, and 5 (Fig. 7) and there would be at
least 7 intersections. However Christoffel Equation
(2.8), which is of 6th order with respect to t, allows only
6 intersections. Therefore made assumption is incorrect.
By the same way one could prove that branch 1 does
not intersect its asymptote a = t/v4. Turning points are
also impossible on branch 1 as otherwise there would
be a straight lines t = const., which intersects the
branches 1 and 2 at least 6 times. This is not allowed by
Equation (2.8), which is of 4th order with respect to a.
Hence all three assumptions are correct for the first
outer front and it is proved to be convex.
The second branch may have 2 points of inflection
(Fig. 8a) which correspond to two cusps of ordinary
loop on the second front (Fig. 9a). Theoretically
however there is a possibility for existence of double
loops on second front (Molotkov and Bakulin, 1996).
If second branch intersects the asymptote a = t/v6
and approaches it from the side of larger values of a
(Fig. 8b) then the second front acquires a loop along
z-axis which enters into the quadrant x < 0, z > 0
(Fig. 9b). Point 2 on (Fig. 8b) is inflection
point whereas point 1 (where a² = ta(t)) is
not inflection point. Point 1 is situated between point 1¢
—intersection of graph with its asymptote and point 1²,
where tangent to graph is parallel to the asymptote
(Fig. 8b). On the second front point 1 corresponds to
the intersection with z-axis whereas point 2 is a cusp
point (Fig. 9b). The front is convex between points 1
and 2 and is concave between 2 and z = v6t. Additional
intersection with asymptote is impossible for branch 2
because otherwise there would be a straight line
intersecting all graphs more than at 6 points.
In the case of second and third inequalities (3.15)
there is a possibility for existence of one inflection
point 1 and one turning point 2 (Fig. 8c). The later is
similar to the point t = t1 on Figure 2. Corresponding
wave front has a loop along x-axis that enters into the
quadrant x > 0, z < 0 (Fig. 9c). The front is convex
between 1 and 2 and concave between 1 and x = v2,3t
(Fig. 9c). Hence second front may have singularities of
three mentioned types. Theoretically they may exist
simultaneously if the rule on maximum number of
intersections is satisfied.

The third branch of graph a(t) and corresponding
triangular front may have similar singularities. Third
branch may also have only one intersection with its
asymptote t = v7. It is worth to note that third front on
Figures 5b and 6b evolves from the ordinary loops (like
that on Figures 9a and 9c) when velocity along
z-axis vanishes due to mz ® ¥. Therefore existence
of additional turning and inflection points leads to
double loops (Molotkov and Bakulin, 1996). Possible
turning point positions are shown on Figures 10a, 10b,
10c and 10d. Corresponding wave fronts are given
on Figures 11a, 11b, 11c and 11d. All graphs
are constructed for effective model (1.1)-(1.2) with
the same densities r = 2.36 g/cm 3, r f = 1 g/cm 3,
mx = 15 g/cm3, whereas the elastic moduli are different
and given on Table 1.
Cases when there is no turning point but there
are 2 inflection points are also possible. It corresponds
to double loops on the third front inside the first
quadrant (Molotkov and Bakulin, 1996) and is not
considered here.
TABLE 1
Elastic moduli for Figures 10 and 11
Case

P, GPa F, GPa M, GPa C, GPa Q, GPa R, GPa L, GPa

Figure 10a

20

4.3

5

25

5

2

3

Figure 10b

33.2

4.3

2.2

25.2

2.2

0.4

5

Figure 10c

20

4.3

5

25

5

2

14

Figure 10d

31.2

4.3

1.1

6

1.1

0.4

30

CONCLUSIONS
Three waves propagate in the effective (long-wave
equivalent) model of alternating porous and
impermeable solid layers. First wave front is always
convex. It corresponds to the first or ordinary
longitudinal wave. Second and third fronts correspond
to shear and “slow” (second) longitudinal waves or
their combination. Second front may have loops
between or along axes. Third front is “triangular” and
is bounded by some angle whose bisectrix is x-axis.
The “triangular” wave front may have double loops
between or along axes. Existence of double loops leads
to additional cusps on this wave front.
Developed approach for construction of wave fronts
is based on rational choice of characteristic function.
Fronts are defined parametrically which affords
analytic analysis of such front singularities as cusps or
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t

a1,2(t)

v3,2v2,3v7

v6
t

v1

x/t

v4

v6
v4
z/t
v3,2v2,3v7

ts

v1

Figure 4b

Figure 4a

Graphs of characteristic functions a1,2(t) (a) and corresponding wave fronts (b) for case I (see (3.15)).

t

a1,2(t)

v3,2

v6
t

v7

v2,3

v1

x/t

v4

v6
v4
v3,2 v7

v2,3

z/t

t

v1

Figure 5a

Figure 5b

Same as Figure 4 for case II (see (3.15)).

Same as Figure 4 for case II (see (3.15)).

a1,2(t)

t

v6
t

v7

v3,2

v2,3

v4

v6
v4
v7 v3,2

v2,3

v1

z/t

t

Figure 6a

Figure 6b

Same as Figure 4 for case III (see (3.15)).

Same as Figure 4 for case III (see (3.15)).
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Figure 7
Graphs of characteristic functions a1,2(t) in all quadrants with asymptotes.
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a(t)

v2,3
t

x/t

v6

1
v6

2

2

1
t

v2,3

z/t

Figure 8a

Figure 9a

Characteristic function a(t) for different location of loop: loop
between axes. Corresponding fronts are shown on Figure 9a.

Wase fronts corresponding to characteristic functions a(t)
shown on Figure 8a.

a(t)

v2,3
t

x/t

v6

2

1''
1

1
1'

v6

2
t

v2,3

z/t

Figure 8b

Figure 9b

Characteristic function a(t) for different location of loop:
loop on z-axis. Corresponding fronts are shown on Figure 9b.

Wase fronts corresponding to characteristic functions a(t)
shown on Figure 8b.
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1
v6
2

v2,3

x/t

2

1
v2,3

v6

t

z/t

Figure 8c

Figure 9c

Characteristic function a(t) for different location of loop:
loop on x-axis. Corresponding fronts are shown on Figure 9c.

Wase fronts corresponding to characteristic functions a(t)
shown on Figure 8c.
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Figure 10
Characteristic functions a(t) for different cases of double loops on “triangular” wave front.
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Figure 11b

Different cases of double loops on “triangular” wave front
corresponding to characteristic functions a(t) of Figure 10a.

Different cases of double loops on “triangular” wave front
corresponding to characteristic functions a(t) of Figure 10b.
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Figure 11d

Different cases of double loops on “triangular” wave front
corresponding to characteristic functions a(t) of Figure 10c.

Different cases of double loops on “triangular” wave front
corresponding to characteristic functions a(t) of Figure 10d.
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intersections with axes. This approach is applicable for
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